PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 5: p.m.<br />
Please note revision at the Lockport site Thursday, August 30, 2012<br />
Contact: Logan Banks<br />
Phone: (985) 493-6603<br /><br />
Distribution Sites to Open in Lafourche Parish<br />
(Mathews, La.) -- Lafourche Parish Government opened three “points of distribution” today. Lafourche Parish residents can receive emergency food, water and ice at any of the following locations:<br />
? Raceland - Lafourche Parish Ag. Center, 101 Texas Avenue in Raceland<br />
? Lockport – Victory Life Church, 1200 Crescent Avenue in Lockport (moved here for safety issues.)<br />
? Golden Meadow - Our Lady of Prompt Succor Church, 723 North Bayou Dr. in Golden Meadow. <br />
All sites close at 6:30 p.m. and reopen at 8 a.m.<br />
Supplies available at the PODs sites right now are:<br />
? MRE’s<br />
? Water<br />
We are awaiting delivery of tarps and ice, and they should be available by tomorrow at the latest.<br />
These PODs sites will be open until further notice.<br />
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